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MISSION

Established in 2011, 5 Rabbit is the first Latin 
American inspired brewery in the United States. 
Our unique cultural approach allows us to tap 
into the very attractive and underpenetrated 
Hispanic market. We hope to bring the 
energy, passion and amazing richness of Latin 
American culture and cuisine to the delicious 
world of craft brewed beer. 

Inspired by Latin America / Made in Xicago.



APPROACH

Our market angle allows us to tap into unsaturated 
segments, even in very competitive environments.



FACILITIES

We brew out of a 25,000ft2  production facility 
with top-of-the-line equipment.
Established over 5 years ago, 5 Rabbit operates a production 
brewery and taproom located in the southwest suburbs of Chicago. 
We currently brew over 6,000bbls of beer and have the ability to 
grow production capacity to 40K bbls, with marginal investment. 
Key equipment includes a 30bbl DME brewhouse.



TEAM

We possess a very strong multi-dimensional team

Andrés Araya founded 5 
Rabbit Cerveceria and has 
served as its CEO since its 
inception in 2010. 
He worked in beer production at 
Cervecería Costa Rica and as a 
Manager at Bain & Company in 
Consumer Goods. Andrés has 
extensive experience in the 
industry. He holds an MBA from 
Cornell University and BS and MS 
degrees from Purdue University.

Randy Mosher is an
internationally known
authority on beer, style, 
brewing history and recipe
formulation. 
He is a senior instructor at the 
Siebel Institute and has written 
three books: The Brewer’s 
Companion, Radical Brewing and 
Tasting Beer. Mosher consults 
across the U.S. and internationally 
on branding and packaging for 
craft breweries.

Milagros Ramirez co-
founded 5 Rabbit  
Having lived all over Latin 
American since leaving her native 
Peru, Milagros serves as a cultural 
expert for 5 Rabbit in addition to 
managing the brewery’s taproom. 
With a background ranging from 
advertising agencies to catering 
companies, she’s responsible for 
managing the company’s events, 
marketing, and social media. 

Adrian Vidaurre fleads the  
5 Rabbit Cerveceria 
producton team. 
Having worked as a professional 
brewer for 7 years Adrian brings 
extensive experience and 
leadership to 5 Rabbit. Adrian 
holds a concise brewing course 
certificate from Siebel Academy



PORTFOLIO

We have created a portfolio that is 
unique, yet built for volume through 
brand strength and creativity.



BRAND + STORYTELLING

We have built strong brands, with 
rich and compelling stories.



AWARDS + RECOGNITION

Our products have been recognized 
with several major awards, and 
countless other recognitions.

Great American Beer Festival
Gold 2011, Bronze 2013, Silver 2014

World Beer Cup
Bronze 2012

Festival Barrel Aged Beers 
Gold 2019, Gold 2016, Silver 2014

Beer Hoptacular
Gold 2011, Silver 2012



PRESS

We have had a very strong presence on 
traditional and non-traditional media.



AUDIENCE

And also have been fortunate to enjoy a very 
solid list of clients supported by a loyal fan base.
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FACILITIES

We currently operate a very 
successful taproom; a laid-back 
environment with cultural context.



SALES | REVENUE

Our taproom sales have been growing at 20% 
over the last three years 
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BREWPUB + RESTAURANT

It is our priority to increase retail business 
We will begin by opening a brewpub in the Pilsen 
neighborhood of Chicago, in the Mural Park  
development by Condor Partners.



BREWPUB + RESTAURANT

It is our priority to increase retail business 



BREWPUB + RESTAURANT

The brewpub will strengthen our Home Market 
presence dramatically, will grow our high-margin 
retail sales, bolster the brand and boost product 
development pipeline



BREWPUB + CONCEPT OVERVIEW

The brewpub will be an outpost for 5 Rabbit in the city 
and will focus on “bocas y cerveza”.
A combination of a fonda, food counter, beer garden and growler 
fill station, 5 Rabbit Pilsen will provide an immersive experience to 
people who want to enjoy authentic Latin American street food 
while drinking unique yet approachable beer.



BREWPUB + CONCEPT OVERVIEW

Our beer list will be approachable and unpretentious, yet 
unique and noteworthy
Our beer selection will include all of 5 Rabbit’s regular production beer 
and will be complemented with small batch beer brewed on-site. 
Experimental and wild fermented, barrel-aged beer with a focus on 
exotic fruits and wood, will add to our story and strengthen the brand 
while also making us a truly one-of-a-kind beer experience in the city



empanadas
ceviches
arepas
picadas

tortas
pozole

tacos
chifrijo

coxinhas

BREWPUB + CONCEPT OVERVIEW

The menu will be delicious, abbreviated and simple. Firmly 
rooted in traditional Latin American customs and ingredients
Dishes that celebrate the simplistic pleasure of “mercados” and ”sodas.” We 
will have high commitment to quality



SALES | REVENUE

We hope to achieve revenue over $2.5M in our 
first year and conservative growth thereafter
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seats
150

covers per week
1,825

average check
Lunch $21, Dinner $38

total sales per week
$53,200



BREWPUB | OPPORTUNITY

This investment opportunity is for 5 
Rabbit Pilsen ONLY – the 5 Rabbit 

brewpub located in Pilsen – and NOT the 
original production brewery and taproom 

in Bedford Park



BREWPUB | TIMELINE

Fundraising by early 2020 will allow for a 2020 
summer opening

fundraising finalize 
permits buildout pre-

launch
grand 

opening
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ANDRÉS ARAYA

305-878-5664

ANDRES@5RABBITBREWERY.COM


